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1. Safety Information 

Please read this entire manual and follow all instructions prior to using this product. Failure to 

comply with safety instructions may result in fire, electrical shock, personal injury, or death.  

Save this operator’s manual in a secure place. 

Intended Use of the Equipment 

This apparatus shall not be used for any purposes other than those described in this document.  

Connect only to DSSP equipment using DSSP cables.  Misuse of this instrument may result in a 

safety hazard. 

Explanation of Symbols 

The following symbols are marked on the product enclosure and used in this document: 

 
CAUTION – Safety hazard.  Refer to operator’s manual for details. 

 

CAUTION – Possibility of Electric Shock.  Refer to operator’s manual for details. 

 

General Safety Instructions: 

 Hazardous voltages are present within the product enclosures, inside external cabling, 
and on the eSquib device.  Use caution when installing and operating this equipment.  
Never touch an eSquib when power is on! 

 When connecting or disconnecting eSquibs, turn off power and make sure the Lunchbox 
is in SAFE mode 

 Do not allow audience members to be within 15 feet of an eSquib 

 Always turn off power when this system is not in use 

 Do not open product enclosures for any reason. 

 Do not attempt to modify the product enclosures or external cables. 

 If any part of this system malfunctions or behaves irregularly, discontinue use 
immediately and contact DSSP for service.  DSSP does not authorize service from any 
other providers. 
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2. Description 

 

Figure 1:  System diagram of the EES system 

Overview 

The EES is comprised of a wired network of Fireboxes, Lunchboxes, and eSquibs.  The Firebox is 

essentially a power supply router that provides power and control signals to 1-4 Lunchboxes.  

Lunchboxes are powered ‘break-out’ field boxes that connect to 1-8 eSquibs.  eSquibs are small 

pyrotechnic devices that emit a flash and bang when energized.  Figure 1 shows a system diagram of a 

full system that has one Firebox, four Lunchboxes, and 32 eSquibs.  Note that it is not necessary to have 

all 4 Lunchboxes connected nor is it necessary to have all 8 eSquibs connected to any Lunchbox.  An 

EES may be as simple as one Firebox, one Lunchbox, and one eSquib. 

In order to simplify the hardware and reduce cost, the EES relies on external devices for programming 

and show control.  The Firebox has a single parallel port connector as its control interface.  The port is a 

36-pin Centronics style female connector that is compatible with FireOne™ field modules, but other 

controllers may be used.  When a signal or ‘cue’ is received on the input, the corresponding eSquib on 

that channel will fire.  This operation is discussed in detail in Section 3.3. 
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3. Operating Instructions 

 

3.1. Installing and Connecting EES Equipment 

The Firebox is packaged in a standard 2U rackmount aluminum enclosure. The Lunchbox is packaged in 

a miniature rugged steel chassis designed for installation in the field.  For elevated displays, the 

Lunchbox has a ½”-13 threaded nut on its side panel that allows for secure connection to a lighting truss 

clamp.  Two handles on the lid can be used to connect a safety rope or strap for redundant protection.  

For electrical safety, the Lunchbox must be connected to a grounded truss with a metal clamp or a 

grounding wire must be attached to the screw terminal on the side panel of the Lunchbox.  These 

connections are shown in Figure 2. 

 

The Lunchbox must be securely grounded to Earth by means of the truss clamp or 
grounding screw.  If the screw is used, wire a 16 AWG or greater wire to the screw with 
a ring terminal. 

 

 

Figure 2:  The Lunchbox has a screw terminal for electrical grounding and a weld nut which can mate with a 
truss clamp.  One of these fasteners should be used to ground the Lunchbox to Earth ground. 

EES equipment is designed primarily for indoor displays, however, outdoor displays are permitted 

provided that environmental limits specified in Section 4 are not exceeded.  Most importantly, the 

Fireboxes and Lunchboxes should not be used in a wet or excessively humid environment.  In any 

installation, the operator should ensure that adequate clearance is provided for the passage of airflow into 

the fan at the Firebox rear panel and exiting the vents on the front panel.  A clearance of at least 4 inches 

is recommended at both the front and rear panels on the Firebox.  

All connections to and from the Firebox are made at the rear panel.  AC power is supplied to the Firebox 

at the terminal marked “AC INPUT”.  The receptacle is a Neutrik powerCON TRUE 1 connector.  DSSP 

and other manufacturers supply the power cable.   Make sure that the power cable is single phase and 

has a 3
rd

 prong for grounding to Earth. 

 

It is critical for safety that the Firebox AC power cable has a proper conductor to earth 
ground!  This is the 3

rd
 prong on the cable plug. 
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Figure 3:  Rear panel of the Firebox where power, input, and output connections are made 

Each Firebox connects to up to four Lunchboxes, allowing for 4 x 8 or 32 total eSquib connections.  

Lunchboxes are labeled A, B, C, and D, where eSquibs 1-8 are connected to Lunchbox A, eSquibs 9-16 

are connected to Luncbox B, and so on.  The Firebox-Lunchbox connection is a XLR-6 cable 

manufactured and sold exclusively by DSSP.  Do not attempt to use any other XLR type cable for this 

equipment. 

At the terminal marked “INPUT” is a 36 position centronics female receptacle.  This is a parallel port that 

accepts fire signals to the eSquibs from an external controller.  Refer to Section 3.3 for programming 

details. 

3.2. EES Equipment Indicators and Controls 

Firebox Indicators and Controls: 

The Firebox has a very simple user interface.  Refer again to the panel image of the Firebox in Figure 3.  

Power is turned on with a rocker switch above the AC INPUT receptacle.  The Firebox mode is selected 

with a slide switch at the center of the panel.  When the switch is in the ON position, the Firebox operates 

in normal mode and is able to fire eSquibs.  When the switch is in the TST position, the Firebox is in test 

mode. It will accept cues and simulate eSquib firing but the system will be disarmed until the switch is 

altered and power is recycled.  Test mode allows the operator to program a sequence and test the 

sequence by observing Lunchbox LEDs rather than firing actual squibs.  Eight LED indicators give the 

operator information on the Firebox status, as discussed below: 

Table 1:  Firebox LED Descriptions 

POWER On when AC power is applied and the power switch is turned on.  Otherwise off. 

CHARGE On when the Firebox is actively delivering power to any Lunchbox.  Otherwise off. 

STATUS 
Blinks momentarily when a cue is received.  For fault conditions: blinks rapidly when a power 
input fault has occurred; blinks slowly when a charge fault has occurred (see notes below). 

TEST 
On when the Firebox is powered on in test mode (test switch in TST position).  Off when in 
normal mode (test switch in ON position). 

A Blinks momentarily when any eSquib in group 1-8 is cued. 

B Blinks momentarily when any eSquib in group 9-16 is cued. 

C Blinks momentarily when any eSquib in group 17-24 is cued. 

D Blinks momentarily when any eSquib in group 25-32 is cued. 
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Firebox Fault Modes: 

Two unlikely events may cause the Firebox to enter a fault mode.  If the Firebox cannot charge a 

Lunchbox capacitor in sufficient time (a charge timeout), the Firebox will immediately terminate operation 

and ignore any further input cues.  The STATUS LED will blink slowly and the Firebox will remain in this 

state until the fault is cleared and power is recycled.  A charge timeout may result from damaged 

equipment or cabling.  If a charge timeout occurs multiple times after checking all connections, contact 

DSSP for technical support and service. 

Similarly, if the Firebox detects a fault at the power input (PFC timeout), the STATUS LED will blink 

rapidly and become locked out as before.  A PFC timeout may result from damage to the Firebox, a bad 

AC power cable, or a poor quality AC power source. If a PFC timeout occurs multiple times after checking 

all connections, contact DSSP for technical support and service. 

Lunchbox Indicators and Controls: 

 

Figure 4:  Lunchbox side panel 

Figure 4 shows the side panel of the Lunchbox, on which all controls and indicators are placed.  The 

interface is very simple.  The XLR-6 cable from the Firebox mates with the male receptacle at the terminal 

marked “INPUT”.  The only control feature is a rocker switch.  When the switch is in the ARM position, the 

Lunchbox will be able to fire eSquibs.  When in the SAFE position, output power is interrupted, the 

internal capacitors are discharged, and eSquibs will not fire.   

 

When connecting or disconnecting eSquibs, always place the switch in the SAFE 
position.  Leave the Lunchbox in the SAFE position when not in use. 
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Ten LEDs are present on the side panel of the Lunchbox.  These are described below: 

Table 2:  Lunchbox LED Descriptions 

1..8 Blinks when the corresponding eSquib receives its cue 

CHG 
Turns on when the Lunchbox carries charge and is energized.  Turns off when in SAFE mode 
or when power has been removed. 

TEST Blinks when any cue is received while in SAFE mode. 

 

3.3. Programming and Show Control 

In order to simplify the hardware and reduce cost, the EES relies on external devices for programming 

and show control.  The Firebox has a single parallel port connector as its control interface.  The port is a 

36-pin Centronics style female connector (NorComp part # 112-036-213R001) that is compatible with 

FireOne™ field modules, but other controllers are compatible with proper mating.  Within the pin set of 

36, there are 32 input lines that correspond to 32 eSquib channels, plus 4 common grounds.  The pin 

assignments are shown in the table on the next page. 

The command protocol of the EES is very simple.  When a signal (or ‘cue’) is received at an input pin, the 

eSquib connected on the corresponding channel will fire.  For example, a cue on pin 5 will fire eSquib 

channel 5 on Lunchbox A.  Another cue on pin 12 will fire eSquib channel 12 on Lunchbox B.  This 

operation assumes the Firebox is already armed.  By design, there is no dedicated arm switch on the 

Firebox.  The Firebox becomes armed when it receives a cue on any channel after a period of 3 seconds 

of rest.  This first cue does not fire an eSquib but rather ‘wakes up’ and arms the Firebox. 

As an example, suppose the Firebox is powered up and has been idle for a few minutes.  The operator 

wishes to fire eSquibs 1 through 8 in rapid succession.  He/she will program the controller to fire the 

sequence 1,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.  Nine cues are sent but the first is interpreted as an arm signal.  Again, the 

arming cue can be on any eSquib channel (1-32).  After a period of 3 seconds of rest, the Firebox must 

be rearmed with another “throw away” cue. 

A cue is defined by the rising edge of a digital signal, as shown in the figure below.  The recommended 

amplitude for input signals is 12 to 24 Volts, which covers the output range of popular controllers such as 

FireOne and PyroDigital. 
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Table 3: Firebox input connector pin assignments 

Firebox Input 
Pin 

eSquib 
Address Lunchbox Group 

1 1 A 

2 2 A 

3 3 A 

4 4 A 

5 5 A 

6 6 A 

7 7 A 

8 8 A 

9 9 B 

10 10 B 

11 11 B 

12 12 B 

13 13 B 

14 14 B 

15 15 B 

16 16 B 

17 GND   

18 GND   

19 17 C 

20 18 C 

21 19 C 

22 20 C 

23 21 C 

24 22 C 

25 23 C 

26 24 C 

27 25 D 

28 26 D 

29 27 D 

30 28 D 

31 29 D 

32 30 D 

33 31 D 

34 32 D 

35 GND   

36 GND   
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3.4. Installing, Replacing, and Disposing of eSquibs 

EES displays should be set up with great care.  No member of the audience should be able to touch the 

eSquib, eSquib cabling, or any of the equipment.  As discussed previously, Lunchboxes should always be 

properly grounded and mechanically secured, especially if mounted above the audience.  Both DSSP and 

fire safety officers recommend a minimum of 15 feet of separation from the eSquib and any member of 

the audience.  It is important to note that very small pieces of cold fallout can occasionally be ejected from 

the eSquib.  Eye protection is not necessary provided that the 15 feet of separation is enforced. 

 
No member of the audience should be within 15 feet of an eSquib   

 

Make sure the Firebox is powered off and the Lunchbox is in SAFE mode when 
connecting and disconnecting eSquibs 

 

ESquibs require proper disposal.  To dispose of an eSquib, submerge it in a small container (bottle, bag, 

etc) of water and let soak for 24hrs, then dispose of in accordance with local regulations. 

 

3.5. Equipment Maintenance and Service 

If any EES equipment malfunctions or behaves irregularly, discontinue use immediately and contact 

DSSP for service.  DSSP does not authorize service from any other provider. 

 

Do not open the Firebox or Lunchbox enclosures for any reason!  Do not attempt to 
modify or repair eSquib cables   

 

The EES does not require any routine maintenance other than proper storage and cleaning.  Always store 

the Firebox and Lunchbox in a dry environment free from dust and debris.  Do not exceed the storage 

temperatures listed in the Technical Specifications.  Firebox and Lunchbox surfaces can be cleaned with 

a damp cloth.  Do not use any abrasive liquids, soaps, or solvents to clean the devices. 
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4. Technical Specifications 

Firebox Specifications  

      Parameter Conditions/Notes Min Typ Max Units 
Power Input 

     Input Power (max load) Rapid fire mode 
  

1000 Watts 

Input Power (idle) 
   

10 Watts 

Power Factor 
 

0.9 
   Line Voltage 

 
85 120 150 VAC (rms) 

Line Frequency 
 

47 60 63 Hz 

      Power Output 
     Output voltage applied to lunchbox(es) 

  
330 VDC 

      Input Signals 
     Voltage levels 
 

12 
 

24 VDC 

      Environment 
     Operating Temperature recommended range 0 

 
50 deg C 

Storage Temperature recommended range -20 
 

70 deg C 

Maximum Humidity do not exceed 
  

85 % RH 

      Physical Dimensions 
     Length 
  

19 
 

inches 

Depth 
  

8.5 
 

inches 

Height 
  

3.5 
 

inches 

Weight 
  

2.8 (6.3) 
 

kg (lbs) 
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Lunchbox Specifications 

Parameter Conditions/Notes Min Typ Max Units 

      Environment 
     Operating Temperature recommended range 0 

 
50 deg C 

Storage Temperature recommended range -20 
 

70 deg C 

Maximum Humidity do not exceed 
  

85 % RH 

      Physical Dimensions 
     Length 
  

8 
 

inches 

Width 
  

5 
 

inches 

Height With handles 
 

4.5 
 

inches 

Weight 
  

1.4 (3.1) 
 

kg (lbs) 
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5. Warranty Information 

DSSP offers a 1-year warranty on all electronics hardware.  eSquibs™ are excluded. If for any reason 

any of the warranty stickers are removed and/or tampered with, this warranty is void and no 

refund, repair, or replacement will be provided. 
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